
Module 2:
How do pupils learn?



EXAMPLE SUBHEADING

SEMINARS

• Avoiding working memory overload

• Building well-organised mental models

BRIGHTSPACE

• The working and long-term memory (55 mins)

• Considering how to introduce new knowledge to pupils (60 mins)

• Using worked and partially-completed examples (45 mins)

• Helping pupils to remember (80 mins)

• Introduction to metacognition (15 mins)



What is ‘learning’?



Progress

Progress means knowing more 

and remembering more.



In other words …



How do pupils learn?



A model of the mind



Digit memory test



Working memory



What might you see?

• A need to re-read text (comprehension).

• Difficulty following multi-step directions.

• Difficulty staying engaged in class.

• Test anxiety, especially on multiple choice 
tests.

• Inconsistent performance.

• Lack of focus.

• A need for more time and repetition.

• Organisational difficulties.



What can you do to 
support working memory?



What can you do to support 
working memory?

Chunk Keep info/instructions up on 

the IWB

Simplify language Worked examples

Let them take notes Partially-completed examples

Task boards

Use visuals and graphics

Classroom displays

Key vocabulary

Give them the PowerPoint



Task boards



Worked example



Partially-completed example

Once pupils have begun to develop a more secure 
understanding of the focus concept, partially-worked  
examples can be used to provide further challenges. 
In these, one or more steps are removed so that 
pupils need to add these in themselves. As their 
understanding progresses, more and more steps in 
the scaffolding provided by the worked example can 
be removed until pupils are working independently.



Consider the cognitive 
load



6 + 4 = 10









Your curriculum must be coherently planned and 

sequenced towards cumulatively sufficient 

knowledge and skills for future learning.



Knowing more

Knowing WHAT?



Step 1

What is the key knowledge you 
want pupils to learn?

What are the key ideas and 
concepts you want students to 
learn?



History

Step 1: What does the Year 6 
historian look like?

Step 2: Track back through the 
years, including EYFS.

Step 3: Then, and only then, 
think of topics.



“Doing” the Romans?



Jon Hutchinson “doing the 
Stone Age”
• Going out onto the field and look for food to show 

the children how it would have felt to be a 
caveman.

• Building a neolithic roundhouse out of card and 
straw.

• Learning the “Stone Age Song” and performing it 
as a class.

• Designing some cave painting art using mud and 
oil.

• Creating some stone age jewellery using beads 
and string.

• Burying some broken pottery and have the 
children ‘excavate it’.



Jon Hutchinson “doing the 
Stone Age”
I filled six weeks worth of  lessons with these 
activities, and my colleagues were right, the 
children absolutely loved it. By the end of  
the term, most of  the children had created a 
neolithic roundhouse that looked something 
like this:



Success! The children had all made a neolithic roundhouse! Except, none of the children really knew what 

‘neolithic’ meant. Most of our time had been spent thinking about the best way to get straw to stick to card. 

(Pritt stick is terrible for this, in case you’re wondering.) Their lack of knowledge about the topic that we had 

ostensibly been studying was brought coldly to my attention when a veteran TA, Sue, covered my class for 

the end of the day. Often, when dropping into any class, Sue would often look at the topic display and quiz 

the children about it. She didn’t know exactly what they had been learning about, but Sue had amazing 

general knowledge, and could think of questions about any topic that you’d expect anyone familiar with it to 

be able to answer.

“They didn’t know that the Stone Age was split into the palaeolithic, mesolithic and neolithic eras,” she 

gently informed me. “So obviously they didn’t really know when these periods began and ended. And they 

didn’t know about how we stopped being hunter gatherers and started farming.” That wasn’t all they didn’t 

know. They didn’t know how old homo sapiens, our species, was, or when it interacted with neanderthals, 

and why they went extinct but we didn’t. They didn’t know that Britain was connected to Europe by a 

landbridge until about 10,000 years ago. I could fill this blog with things that they didn’t know.

N.B. This isn’t actually completely true. There were some children who knew all of that stuff. They 

were the children who went home and had rich conversations with adults and siblings at home. 

Who were taken to museums and given beautiful non-fiction books. These were invariably the 

children who were already attaining the highest in the class, and almost always came from 

wealthier backgrounds. In neglecting the rich knowledge of a topic in the classroom, I realised I 

was actually widening the attainment gap between the richest and poorest in society.

But I wouldn’t be so sure about what they did know. I’d have struggled to give you even five facts that I was 

really confident that all of the children would be able to answer correctly. And the truth was, I wasn’t really 

clear myself on the distinguishing characteristics of the different eras. I couldn’t tell you the five most 

important facts; the ‘even if you forget everything else, you need to know this’ sort of stuff. So we hadn’t 

really studied the Stone Age. We’d ‘done’ it. We ‘do’ the Romans. We ‘do’ the Tudors. But there isn’t a 

whole lot of clarity around what ‘doing’ a topic means. 



Knowing more

•Whole school

•Year group

•Units/topics

•Sequences of lessons

•Individual lessons



Box sets and Netflix



Building a box set



Connection is everything





Well-sequenced 
learning builds 

cumulative, 
connected 
knowledge





Building a box set





Remembering more

Teaching must be designed to help pupils to 
remember long term the content they have 
been taught and to integrate new knowledge 
into larger ideas.



How do we know 
that they know what 
we think they know?



What do we DO to 
help pupils to 
transfer key 

knowledge to long-
term memory?



Year 6 RE

fundamentalism and 
radicalisation

EXTREME_______________________________EXTREME

SPECTRUM



spectrum                          extreme





E_____________                                  E____________

_____________________I_____________________

S______________



S   E   H   WWII    
J



S   E   H   WWII    
J

Which two are most closely linked?



‘Give us a clue’ cards

EXTREME

SPECTRUM

HOLOCAUST



Children write questions …

Who, why, where, 
when, what, what, 

how?



True or false

• Sorting statements 

• Tick list (teams)

• Hold up red/green

• Post-its on signs around room

• Which statement is true/false?



Quickfire question round



Sugar paper, post-it, 
whiteboard recall



Walk round and 
add/subtract/challenge



Peer teaching



Signs/pictures around 
room

• Stand on

• Stand next to

• Which one would you get rid of?

• Write your name on any sign which you could 
explain to a friend.

• Who, why, what, where, why, how?

• Ranking



Walk past and remember

station
combustion

derision
decision
nation
ration

rational
calculation



Jeopardy

•extreme
•volcano
•magnificent
•304,805
•photosynthesis

What is the question?



Pairs

1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25



Odd one out

emperor centurion Hannibal slave villa

Cleopatra chariot denarii gladiator Rome

Athens viaduct temple mosaic Coliseum

aqueduct sewer standard XVI Pompeii



The holocaust 
never 

happened.



Put place cards on the map



Spot the mistake



Continents

• List them

• Sort by size

• Sort by population

• Match countries to their continent

• Match shape to name



Whole topic quick revision

Rotate around different activities

1) Post-its – how many different groups do you belong to?

2) Spectrum and extreme – write a description of a MUFC 
supporter for each box

3) Match names to character descriptions

4) How many of the 10 commandments can you remember? or, 
which are not one of the 10 commandments?

5) Match pictures/words/definitions.

6) Objects – write post-its with name, description

7) List anti-semitic laws.

8) Reflection – how do you feel about what you have learned in 
RE this term?  Has anything surprised you?  Has anything 
affected you?  What impact have the lessons had on you (have 
they influenced your behaviour)?



Similarities and differences

Julius Caesar and Adolf Hitler



Slip in questions about …

Way back Last year Last term
Last week 

(or unit)
Yesterday





Inbuilt revision –
curriculum planning



If children have carefully 
chosen content, put 

together into a cumulative, 
well-structured, well-

sequenced curriculum, they 
will make progress.



Actions

• Check you have a Brightspace login and that it 
is working (check junk mail, check email on DfE 
portal)

• Complete Module 1

• Complete Module 2

• Attend your first seminar next week

• Log into, and explore, the Members’ Area on 
our website


